KENTUCKY
TRUCK WEIGHT CLASSIFICATION
MAP

Kentucky Revised Statute (KRS) 189.222 requires weight limits on the state-maintained highway system. To implement the statute, Kentucky Administrative Regulations (KAR) designating the weight limits are promulgated and updated frequently. The KARs should be consulted as the correct legal authority.

This map is designed for weight classification purposes only. Not all road segments may be labeled or shown due to map size and/or space constraints. A listing of highways by Truck Weight Classification can be obtained by fax to 502-564-9640, by telephone to 502-564-4556 or by mail to:
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Division of Maintenance
200 Mero Street
Frankfort, KY 40622

Roads shown on this map should not be confused with those indicated for increased dimension (STAA) trucks on the Designated National Truck Network (NN). Information on the NN can be obtained on the internet: www.kytc.state.ky.us/planning/maps/NTN/ntn.htm
by fax to 502-564-2865, by telephone to 502-564-7183 or by mail to:
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Division of Planning
200 Mero Street
Frankfort, KY 40622
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